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the road to ourselves, with cars banned from this 
stretch during weekends. We were also making 
the most of this easy-going tour of the reservoirs, 
knowing that harsh climbs awaited if we were 
to get out of the basin and down into the Hope 
Valley, and took a slight detour to the Fairholmes 
Visitor Centre and bike shop on the water’s edge. 
Under brightening skies we devoured toasted 
paninis from the little booth that served as the café, 
and it became clear to me what a draw the Peaks 
are to those who love the outdoors. There were 
people of all ages milling about, taking a break 
from running, riding, climbing and walking these 
fascinating peaks and cloughs. I noted the soft burr 
of a Western Isles Scot as well as a Cornish drawl 
among the accents we overheard.

Running out of excuses to delay the inevitable, 
we tarried just a little longer, but the climbs kicked 
in long before we’d had time to digest lunch. It 
was wooded at first and manageable, yet we were 
still labouring as we passed the quizzical stares of 
forest school children up on Hagg Side. The next 
climb, however, defeated us. ‘The Beast’ as it is 
affectionately known by local riders is a notorious 
boulder-strewn descent where many a sandstone 
rock bears deep gouges caused by pedals and 
cranks as riders have tried to find the best line on 
their way down. It’s no simple task pushing loaded 
bikes up its steep, twisting face, but it was certainly 
safer, though it took some time to push up to 
clearer, open pasture. The views though, were 
breathtaking; the tops, bathed in late afternoon 
sunshine, looked far from the foreboding moors 
we had glanced up at that morning, and grassy 
heath gradually gave way to dwarf shrubs punctu-
ated by rocky outcrops. The sight of a mountain 
hare reinforced the impression that this is a truly 

wild place – though just over Nether Moor lies the 
railway line between Hope and Edale. 

However, we weren’t done with climbing. 
I was glad to tackle Jagger’s Clough back in 
the saddle again, and where ‘the Beast’ had felt 
somewhat claustrophobic beneath the pines on 
a track cut by the timeless passage of water into 
the earth, here we greedily gulped lungfuls of 
cool air while the clough shallowed and an ever 
expanding vista unfurled. From here we identified 
High Neb and Whinstone Lee Tor behind us, and 
the hulking nebulous peak that dwarfed all others 
on the horizon could only be Kinder Scout, scene 
of the famous trespass of 1932 which became a 
precursor to the rights to roam that we now take 
for granted. 

A movement out of the corner of my eye 
pulled my attention away from the slopes of Kinder 
Scout to the toy train pulling out of Hope station 
far below us. The bridle path that now rolled away 
before us took us further down the line to Edale, 
and a final freewheel with the wind in our faces 
took us to Clough Farm. The railway ran alongside 
us, though depressed into deep cuttings. Our 
progress to Edale was overshadowed by another 
peak, though at 476 metres Lose Hill would barely 
reach the shoulders of Kinder Scout, and as we 
rolled past the station to the perfectly placed pub 
nearby, the real ‘beast’ of the Dark Peaks rose up 
to its full height of 636 metres – the highest in the 
East Midlands, as if challenging us to tame it. And 
after our Ladybower loop (our horseshoe-shaped 
route had in real terms only covered the distance 
between two branch-line stations, Bamford and 
Edale) had given me a taste of what Dark Peak 
riding is all about, we agreed that next time we 
met that's exactly what we should set out to do.
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